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PTS’ people centric, “Design Thinking” approach to Smart Buildings redefines the true 
nature of building intelligence and challenges the conventional approach.

More often than not, automation is considered to be the core of an intelligent 
environment. This common belief has given rise to the following 5 myths: -

Redefining Smart Buildings

5 ‘Smart’ Building Myths

Building Management Systems
BMS is the foundation of a smart buildingMYTH 1
Internet of Things
Connected means interconnectedMYTH 2
Big Data
Sensors automatically achieve efficiencyMYTH 3
Cloud Computing
Digitising equals readiness for all things CloudMYTH 4
Artificial Intelligence
AI provides relevant analysis automaticallyMYTH 5



For PTS, a smart building is much more than the traditional definition suggests.
We understand the whole challenge and define smart buildings as...

...Optimised environments which improve the daily experience of staff while providing 
tangible benefits to the business.

We take a holistic view of the requirements and our consultants are empowered to 
challenge any and all preconceptions on every project in order to achieve true building 
intelligence for our clients.

PTS Smart: Breaking the Myths

Although these five components all form part of the technology ecosystem that helps 
to create a smart building, implementing one or all of these as an ‘off the shelf’ solution 
does not make your environment intrinsically smart. 

Simply digitising your building does not 
make it smart
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Connected Building
Components & Sensors (Big Data)LAYER 1
Rules Engine
Information AggregationLAYER 2
True Intelligence
Decision Analysis and ExecutionLAYER 3

Simplifying Complexity

Our role as technologists is to simplify complexity. 
By focusing on the end-user, PTS strives to remove 
unnecessary complication to provide a simpler, more 
considered user experience.

We achieve this by gathering knowledge of the people, 
their workflows, the building and identifying ‘spheres 
of influence’ across this landscape. From this analysis, 
we can determine the relevant approaches to “layer” 3 
foundational elements: - 

With these in place, the Building is equipped to provide 
benefits including CapEx and OpEx reductions, analytics, 
energy savings, occupancy monitoring, space utilisation, 
usage data, workplace alignment, wayfinding...the list 
goes on.
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“…it’s about breaking down the myths 
of a Smart Building. For us each case 
is unique. Once we understand the 
complexity of the environment and its 
ecosystem, we guide the client through 
all this complexity to formulate a high 
quality user experience.” 

Patrick Stewart-Blacker | Principal Consultant

Spheres of Influence

Mapping an organisations entire ecosystem 
and identifying spheres of influence 
encourages questions that may not have 
been considered previously.
The more we step back and embrace 
complexity, the better chance we have of 
finding simple answers.
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https://embed.kumu.io/1549b094023daceeaac6758a43bf09dc#smart-buildings-ecosystem


Network Design and 
Speheres of In�uence

Smart Building integrated
design born of the

project requirements

Requirements gathering 
and  identi�cationn

of unique combinations

Requirements gathering 
and identification of unique 

combinations

Network Design and 
Spheres of Influence

Smart Building integrated 
design, born of the project 

requirements
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An Agile Approach for an 
Optimised Environment

With 34 years of experience working on complex 
technology projects, we bring to bear extensive 
technical expertise. We understand how no project 
is the same and during a complicated relocation or 
workplace transformation programme, projects change 
and requirements change. Leveraging this experience, 
we have developed a smart approach to smart building 
projects. 

PTS’ tailored consulting approach considers the specific 
requirements of the people and spaces (and any other 
unique requirements) needed to drive business benefits. 
Our consultants are empowered to think laterally to 
provide project management and technology solutions 
born of the intricacies and technical nature of your 
requirements, using a reverse engineered, vendor 
neutral approach; not ‘off the shelf’, ‘one size fits all’ 
solutions. 

Should any of the requirements or desired outcomes 
of the project change, PTS’ agile approach is geared 
to move rapidly with them. Taking this approach, PTS 
provides a robust infrastructure solution for the long 
term vision, while being able to support change aligned 
to project and architectural requirements, allowing for 
seemless integration of innovative technology solutions 
in the process.



“…innovation comes as a response. It’s not until we step back 
and understand the wider requirements and current pain 
points that we start to make the neccessary connections and 
understand where improvements can be made.” 

Gareth Johns | Chief Technical Officer



Ascertain Stakeholder Aspirations
Understand Project Limitations
Unique Solution Vision

Define the Work-Packages
Budget Definitions
Group Workshops

Future State Smart Building
Core Smart Building
Infrastructure Template
“Proof of Concepts”
Existing Building Monitoring
Active Network Ecosystem

1. Visioning & Strategy 2. Site Selection 3. Concept Design



IoT and Data Analytics Requirements
Infrastructure Impact Design
Architectural Impact Report
Security Impact Report
Active Network Impact
Functionality Matrix

Package Management
Interdisciplinary Liaison
Risk and Issues Mitigation
Maintenance of the Vision

Solution Witness Testing
Monitor System Outcomes
Run Test Data
Data Analysis
Team Impact Training
Data Processing
Additional Scope - Bolt Ons
6 / 12 Month Solution Reviews

4. Technical Design 5. Implementation & Fit Out 6. Close Out & Optimisation



Smart Glass

Seemless Collaboration & Simple Interfaces

Greater User 
Experience

A high performing building requires a high performance network capable 
of supporting the operations and technologies that make a building smart. 
As the backbone of smart buildings, networks, both wired and wireless 
are fundamental to the success of an intelligent environment. Therefore, 
ensuring that you have a carefully considered design in place, capable 
of supporting your unique requirements and keeping your organisation 
free from risk is essential. Our subject matter experts work with our 
clients helping to define a network strategy and provide the necessary 
support to convert their vision into reality through design, specification 
and implementation.

Optimised Environment: The Network 
is the enabling infrastructure



Occupancy Monitoring & Location Services

Dynamic Workstyles

Fresh Air
Sampling

“…recognising technology as just part of the solution is the first 
step to achieving a truly smart building. Creating a fully optimised 
environment is the goal. Be it fresh air sampling, interactive 
displays or self-cleaning windows, we ensure the IT overlay 
creates a whole which is greater than the sum of its parts.”

Steve Kidd | Group Managing Director
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No two buildings are the same. This may be due to local 
anomalies or down to different sets of requirements and 
solutions. Ultimately the consumer should see benefits 
and affirmation which are relevant to them, whatever 
form that takes.

Creating a ‘dashboard’ which delivers data in a way that 
is relevant to the individual is the key. This dashboard 
helps an organisation to quantify the benefits with 
digestible, relevant data which can be acted and built 
upon to achieve constant improvements, meaning the 
building and spaces evolve along with the business.

Moving from a reactive to a proactive support model 
delivers a new level of optimisation to organisations 
where the experience becomes, “they seemed to know 
what we wanted” while removing several layers of 
complexity and time-consuming processes at the same 
time.

From an automated greeting at reception for a guest or 
personalised fresh air control and preferences for staff 
to ensuring that the technology is constantly performing 
above and beyond expectations throughout the space is 
all well within the almost endless list of benefits of a 
Smart Building.

The Benefits
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Cisco Kinetic OneSpace

AWS Lambda

Each client ecosystem is different, their objectives are different, the 
desired outcomes and experiences are different. 

This is where PTS thrives. As a vendor independent organisation, we 
truly consult with our clients, looking across the whole technology 
market to find the right components to match each client’s specific 
requirements.

Vendor Independence



and many more
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Over the past 34 years, we have worked on some of the world’s most 
iconic buildings, for some of the world’s biggest organisations. 

Working closely with our clients, we align technology investments 
with the business strategy and ensure that the appropriate IT 
infrastructure is in place to support new and emerging workplace 
technologies.

Our Smart Solutions
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Enterprise Solutions

Security

Physical Infrastructure

Unified Communications

Technology Innovation

AV & Multimedia

Technology plays a significant role in enabling 
organisations to create innovative, inspiring and 
collaborative environments that support new ways 
of working. Office relocation, refurbishment and 
transformation projects provide the ideal opportunity 
for organisations to rethink how technology supports 
the workplace and adds value to the business. 

We act as the interface between the Professional 
Design, Real Estate and IT teams, integrating technology 
requirements into the overall programme. PTS aligns 
technology investments with the business strategy to 
ensure that the appropriate infrastructure is in place 
to support new and emerging workplace technologies. 
Recognised as a global leader in the corporate relocation 
space we have worked on some of the world’s most iconic 
buildings for some of the world’s biggest organisations. 

If you would like to know more about our Workplace 
Technology services, please feel free to contact us to 
arrange a meeting and find out more: 

contactus@ptsconsulting.com

www.ptsconsulting.com

Workplace Technology
Aligning Technology, Real Estate and the 
Business to transform the Workplace

Smart Building

http://www.ptsconsulting.com/contact-us/
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